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					Generative Synthesizer
				

								    
				        
				            Watch Trailer
				        
				    

							

		

	





	
		
		    

			
				
				    

						Timbral Organism
					

					
					    Obscurium is a synthesis tool for sound and pitch. It feeds on your input of scales & chords to produce futuristic soundscapes and vivid harmonics. 
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					Key Features
				

    		

		

		
		    

			
			    	Avantgarde Sound Design Tool
	8-voice Saw, Pulse, Supersaw and FM Synthesis
	Host & control your VST2 plug-ins
	Generative Harmonies or straight MIDI-Input




			
			    	MIDI out
	Draw Tools, Modifiers and Super Obscure Mode
	Parameter Shifting 
	400 Presets with Pads, Drums & Atmos
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					Harmony and Sound
				

				
					 A surprisingly versatile tool.
				

												    
					    Obscurium animates you to explore new paths to creation of music & sound design. Like a modular system, it allows for most complex circuits, yet remains easily accessible. 
					    				    

				    								    
					    It will change your process of making music, to a fun and playful state of flow and you’ll come up with patch after patch of cool melodic and chordal passages that intiate new tracks. Never mind the possibilities of the VST synth integration!
					    				    

				    								    
					    If you are sound designing for films, adverts or games, if you are looking for a fresh short cut to your creative cloud, give it a go!
					    				    

				    								    
					    Here’s a quick walkthrough by the great Tom Cosm:
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Walkthrough (02:08)
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					Sound Design Playground
				

				
					Obscurium's scope can only be matched by very large and costly modular setups
				

												    
					    The two sound generators are deceptively basic looking. Number 1 is an emulation of an analogue oscillator with an unisono functionality. The second oscillator uses FM synthesis with a flexible ratio. Both can be routed through the effect section and you can mix and modulate them via the sequencer.
					    					        Ask Audio's Quick Tip
					    				    

				    								    
					    The Super Obscure Mode automatically draws sequences in most various ways. The Modifiers paint all parameters at once: while setting individual steps you can define their sound. Step by step a different sound – this is the agenda here.
					    					        
					    				    

				    								    
					    Or watch Tom Cosm craft a quick groove:
					    					        
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Tutorial (04:23)
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					VST interface
				

				
					Resurrect your library of long-forgotten plug-ins
				

												    
					    You can host any of your sound generator VST2 plug-ins for fresh sounds. Obscurium sends trigger, pitch and 11 automation lanes. Take your plug-ins to new levels!
					    					        
					    				    

				    								    
					    Setting this up couldn't be easier - pick any of the plug-in's presets, use a random mode to assign parameters or use the Learn function in Obscurium's hosting options. 
					    					        
					    				    

				    								    
					    In this video, Tom uses Sugar Bytes "Cyclop" as an example:
					    					        „Cyclop“:
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Tutorial (03:47)
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					Shift and Morph
				

				
					The more you play, the more you discover.
				

												    
					    We implemented the unique possibility to rotate parameters and their motion lanes. Organic and complex sound changes just blossom around you with a tender touch of these faders. This feature can be modulated for endlessly evolving results. 
					    				    

				    								    
					    Additionally you can morph between two sequencer states (copy and paste between the two states is very useful!). That makes it possible to vary parts of a sequence while it repeats.
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Tutorial (07:46)
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					Obscure Clock
				

				
					A Warp drive to the new dimension of sequencing
				

												    
					    The clock tab regulates the master speed, swing & direction. Combine its 2 mini sequencers for clock and direction with the main sequencer for finest colorful rhythm tapestry. 
					    				    

				    								    
					    Sequencer steps can be assigned to MIDI notes, playback speed and direction might change at any time. A different sound for each note of a melody and tumbling rhythms, rolls and triplets, ready to be explored.
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Tutorial (04:56)
                        
    				

							

		

	





	
		
			
				
					Videos
				

								    
					    There wouldn't be any better to get a grip on Obscurium than Tom Cosm.
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            					Walkthrough (25:48)
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            					Tools & Modifiers (08:31)
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            					Clock (04:56)
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            					Morphing & Shifting (07:46)
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            					Plug-ins (03:47)
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            					In Live: Arp FX (1/7)
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            					In Live: Kick Drum (2/7)
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            					In Live: Percussion (3/7)
            				

            				            			

            			    	                	        

    	    	    	





	
		
			
				
					
					        						
    										

					
						
							Sounds & Presets
						

                        
				           An instrument with a mind-boggling scope
                        

                        									                
			                    Rummage around in these sounds...They give a pretty good idea of what Obscurium is capable of. Better yet: check out the demo - the modulated presets are a feast for ear and eye. 
			                    					            					        

			            			                
			                    The presets are a good inspiration and starting point for your own ideas. Obscurium invites you to experiment!
			                    					            					        

			            					

				

			

		

	





	
		
			
				
					Obscurium Downloads
				

				
					Version 1.1.4 (What's new)
					
					

                        
                            
                                
                                    ×
                                    What's new

                                

                                
                                    v1.1.4
	Native AAX Apple Silicon support

v1.1.3
	Audio issues in Ableton Live fixed

v1.1.2
	Migration from VST2 to VST3 issues fixed

v1.1.1
	VST3 plug-in standard support

v1.1.0
	MIDI FX
	Minor bug fixes

v1.0.8
	Native Apple Silicon support

v1.0.7
	32-bit support dropped

v1.0.6
	Minor bug fixes

v1.0.5
	Step play bug fixed

v1.0.4
	Performance improved
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					macOS
				

				
				    				        Requires macOS 10.13 or higher

				    				        Audio Unit, VST2, VST3, AAX, Standalone

				    				

				
					
					     Download Demo
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					Windows
				

				
									        Requires Windows 7 or higher

				    				        VST2, VST3, AAX, Standalone

				    				

				
					
					     Download Demo
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					Manual
				

				
					English
									        

				    				        

				    				

				
					
					     Download Manual
                    
				

			

		

		
			
				
					All Sugar Bytes plug-ins are available as 64-bit versions for Windows and Mac (Intel and Apple Silicon).
				

			

		

	





	
		
			
				
					Reviews
				

			

		

		
			
				
					”We can't think of a synth that makes it easier or quicker to create complex, unique patches, and as the selection of over 400 presets demonstrates, it's surprisingly versatile. It also sounds great, offering warmth, punch, bite, edge and smoothness in equal measure and then there's the ability to incorporate third-party instruments, which obviously extends the shelf life immensely. 10/10”
				

			    				    computer music

							

			
				
					”Am meisten imponiert mir, dass Sugar Bytes den Spagat zwischen komplexen Pop-Hit Presets und wundervoll abstrakten Klangwelten schafft. Obscurium ist, ganz ironielos, ein extrem hippes Plug-in.”
				

								    Keys

							

							
				
					”Obscurium empfiehlt sich nicht nur als experimentelles Sounddesigner-Tool für Produzenten elektronischer Musik. Insbesondere Musikschaffende aus der Game-, Werbe- oder Film-Branche sollten sich das Plug-in unbedingt mal genauer anschauen.”
				

								    Professional Audio Magazin

							

			
				
					”Your Frankenstein has changed my life: I've been producing music professionally for almost 15 years, but Obscurium has been the game changer I've been waiting for my whole career. Since its release, my process of making music has drastically changed. It has become more fun and playful and my creativity and efficiency has just skyrocketed because of this tool.”
				

								    Terje Bakke

							

		

	





	
		
			
				
					Awards
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					Products
				

				
				Sugar Bundle
                                                        Effectrix2
                                                                            Graindad
                                                                            Nest
                                                                            DrumComputer
                                                                            Aparillo
                                                                            Obscurium
                                                                            Turnado
                                                                            Factory
                                                                            WOW2
                                            
        				    show more...
        				

        				
        			                                                        Looperator
                                                                            Egoist
                                                                            Cyclop
                                                                            Guitarist
                                                                            Consequence
                                                                            Thesys
                                                                            Unique
                                                                            Effectrix
                                                                            
                                    				

			

			
				
					Mobile
				

				                    DrumComputer for iPad
                                    Factory for iPad
                                    Aparillo for iPad
                                    Egoist for iPad
                                    Effectrix for iPad
                                    Looperator for iPad
                                    WOW2 for iPad
                                    Cyclop for iPad
                                    Turnado for iPad
                                    Unique for iPad
                                    Thesys for iPad
                                    Unique for iPhone
                                    
                			

			
				
					Follow Us
				

				Facebook
				Twitter
				YouTube
				Instagram
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